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New Commentary On The Gospel Of Mary Magdalene  
Dr Thomas Daffern Undertakes Commentary As Part Of A Wider Reclamation Movement For Female Gnostic Wisdom  

Betete, France –  Drawing on over 40 years of intensive research and teaching, IIPSGP announces the 
publication of an in depth Commentary on the Gospel of Mary Magdalene. This Gospel was found in Coptic in 
the Berlin Papyrus, which was discovered at  Panoplis (Ahmni) in Egypt. It has also been found in  some Greek 
fragments. In Cairo, in January 1896, Carl Reinhardt bought the codex, which had been recently discovered, 
wrapped in feathers, in a niche in a wall at a Christian burial site. It was a papyrus bound book (a codex), 
dating to early 5th century (or possibly late 4th century) that was written in Sahidic dialect of Coptic, which 
was in common use in Egypt during that time.It was taken to Berlin for the Berliner Museen, where it was 
brought to the notice of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences by Carl Schmidt, July 16, 1896. The gnostic 
contents of the Berlin Codex were not finally completely translated until 1955. The "Berlin Codex" is a single-
quire Coptic codex bound with wooden boards covered with leather. Four texts are bound together in the 
Berlin Codex. All are Greek works in Coptic translations. The first, is this fragmentary Gospel of Mary, for which 
this is the primary source manuscript. The manuscript is a Coptic translation of an earlier Greek original.  It 
tells of a post resurrection discussion between Jesus and the Disciples in which Mary Magdalene steps forth as 
a profound esoteric teacher initiated into deeper levels of gnosis than the other disciplines had realised at 
first. This Commentary explores the complex meanings of the text and relates them to Gnostic, Hermetic, 
Qabalistic, pagan and other spiritual cosmologies, as well as Orthodox Christian and Jewish teachings. In 
addition the author has initiated, with colleagues, the formation of the Mary Magdalene Studies Association 
which meets in France on July 22 each year (her feast day). For the 2016 launch meeting, a special 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MARY MAGDALENE STUDIES was also published. This bibliography is the first ever detailed 
bibliographical study done of Mary Magdalene Studies, written in advance of the launch conference of the 
new Mary Magdalene Studies Association in France, on July 22, 2017. For those who cannot come to the 
conference but wish to participate at a distance, it is possible to read this bibliography and gain some useful 
ideas of the scope and comprehensiveness of our approach to Mary Magdalene research. Colleagues 
interested in learning about or contributing to contemporary scholarship on Mary Magdalene are welcome  
also to apply to join the Mary Magdalene Studies Association by contacting the Publishers.  
 
Commentary on The Gospel of Mary Magdalene (audio) - Bibliography Of Mary Magdalene Studies  
           By Dr. Thomas Clough Daffern          Complete Price 25 Euros       Audio Book, monthly subscription 9.95   
Audience: Historians, academics, Christians, theologians, esotericists, religious experts, priests, monks, nuns,  peace 
and conflict experts, philosophers, analysts, diplomats, educators, media, librarians, booksellers, gnostics 
Available through  https://musespress.wordpress.com or on line at https://globalgreenuniverity.com  
 
About the Author 
Dr Thomas Daffern  is a philosopher, historian and academic, who serves as Director of the International Institute 
of Peace Studies and Global Philosophy, and has taught at the University of London and the University of Oxford. 
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